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Class of 2003 shows
increased ethnic ,
geogra p hic dive rsity
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL
Staff Writer

Early indications show that
the Class of 2003will be Colby's
most diverse ever. Out of the 199
early-decision applicants accepted,14were of African,Latino
and La t ina, Asian or Native
American decent. Over 10 percent of the total applicant pool is
ALANA, which is a 40 percent

class who were admitted earlydecision represent 32 states and
30 countries. Fifty-six percent of
the members of the Class of '03
who were admitted early-decision come from within New England.
These future Colby students
scored an average of 640 verbal
and 650 math on the Scholastic
Aptitude Tests, but Director of
Admissions Steve Thomas said
"this will not reflect the total

It' s going to be a very exciting class , people
from all over the world and students

Photo by William Flaherty III , Morning Sentinel

Winter storms enveloped central MairieAwithsnow early this week. The Colby Miilef e l tth
day off spring from its hoiw
storm's wrathxn f ull on^
AthleticCeniter.
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Faculty delays debate about J anPlan ,
allows crew team to compete
BY BETSY LOYD

Asst. News Editor
After much discussion, the faculty approved a motion at its March 10 meeting to allow the crew team to
enter a competition conflicting with the spring exam
period. The discussion was followed by a request from
Cheryl Townsend Gilkes,John D. MacArthur associate
professor of sociology and African-American Studies,
that further debate over Colby's JanPlan be postponed
until next month.
The Athletic Advisory Committee proposed the
motion to allow the crew team to compete in its Champion International Collegiate Regatta in Worcester,
Mass. on May 16. This meet occurs during the exam
period, in which no events are to be scheduled.

¦

JohnSweney,theClassofl940's distinguished teaching professor of humanities, proposed the motion as a
faculty representative to the Athletic Advisory Committee. Sweney recognized that academic and athletic
programs areboth important parts of Colby and pointed
out that the faculty has "certainly made exceptions for
individuals"in the past.
President William R. Cotter said that the New England Small College Athletic Conference used to have
a prohibition rule in allowing any student athletes to
compete during exams, but the Colby faculty had
approved teams even with the NESCAC rule. Cotter
also said that since the rule has been abolished, Colby
is the only college in the NESCAC not to endorse team
play during exam week.
"I don't think it's appropriate that we give up the
See FACULTY, continued to page 2

running the whole gambit. .
•Parker Beverage
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increase from the Class of '02.
''Both my parents went to
Colby; and whenever we came
to Colby for reunions and other
events I felt really at home/'said
KyleMellenof Hingham,Mass.,
a student who was admitted to
Colby early-decision for the
Class of '03. 'I've always thought
that the campus was very beautiful and no other colleges that I
visited made such a strong impression on me."
Mellen cited "the strong English department,and quality of
the facilities"as reasons for applying early-decision.
"I just wanted to get college
applicationsoutof theway early,
and I knew that Colby was the
place where I wanted to be," he

class averages. The scores usually go up with the regular applicant pool."
Fifty-one percent ofthe members of the Colby Class of '03
who were admitted early-decision are male and 49 percent are
female. The national average of
college student gender is 43 percent male and 57percent female.
Fourteen of those admitted
early have siblings who attended, or are currently attending Colby.
Fifty-four percent admitted
early-decision went to public
high schools while 46 percent
attended independent or parochial schools;
"It's a great group* The challenge is always to see how far to
go with the early-decision applisaid.
Membersof Colby's newest See CLASS, cont. on page 4

Calls to police, marijuana char ges follow Black Crowes concert
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL &

MATT APUZZO

Staff Writer & News Editor
Frederic Chasse '01 of Oakville,
Ontario, made several calls to the
Waterville Police Department Friday night after he was escorted out
of the Black Crowes concert. The
Leonard resident complained that
members of Colby's Department of
Security Were harassing him, according to the police log.
Monday/ Chasse said his calls
were a mistake, and that for this

reason, he did not fill out an official Chenevert, three people were esreport with the Waterville Police
Department.
"Security did not do anything
wrong that night and that's exactly
I realize that it was
why I didn't fill out a report/' said
a mistake and I'm
Chasse. "I realize that it was a mistake and I'm sorry for portraying sorr y for por tra ying
security like that."
securit y like that.
Chasse was expelled from the
concert for attempting to crowd
' Fred Chasse
surf / and also tried to sneak back
into the Wadsworth Gymnasium
concert site. According to Deputy
Chief of Police Joseph P. Massey corted out of the building Friday
and Director of Security Peter night and each of theim had been

a

??

drinking.
At 10:33 p.m. Sergeant Michael
Beneche,who was stationed on campus for the concert, was dispatched
to the Hillside dormitory to respond
to the calls, According to police reports, however, Chasse chose not
speak with Beneche when he arrived. ,
Associate Dean of Students
Ronald Hammond, who was the
dean on call Friday night, was contacted regarding the incident.
Hammond would not comment,
Monday, on what action the Dean
of Students' Office would take in

response to Chasse's actions.
"The matter hasbeen referred to
the Dean's office and a member of
the Dean's office will talk with the
student who's allegedly involved,"
he said , "We don't discuss the specifics of any actions."
Two people also received summonses for possession of marijuana
at Friday's concert. Maine residents
Lisa Colantounio and Christopher
J. Masovie were issued the summonses by Officer Scott Rochefort
of the Waterville PoliceDepartment,
who was unavailable for comment
early this week.Q
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onefinniule,wliidhistonotaUowteamst©com
said J ulie Kay Mueller, assistant prof essor of history and a faculty
representativ e to the Acetic Advisory Committee. She said the
feamwOTdd oxdyrniss b^
thinking about 1$tkm^t/whichwould interfere with studying,
. Tliefaculty needs t ^ ^
not athletics college," said Mueller.
Dale Skrien, prof essor of mathematics and computer science,
said sports seem to havepriority over academics and there should
be one pointwhere academic s have priority. He also said allowing teams to play during ,exams would affect recruiting of
''academically-inclined! students " who would "wonder 'wha t
is the priority of this school?'"
; 'Associate . Professor ol Economics Debra Barbezat asked
how exams would be monitored. She said that she would not
have time to self-monitor individuals taki ng exams outside of
the regular exam times, "
< George Coleman , Colby's registrar , said that the crew team 's
•
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... it's college athle tics,
not athletics college...
"Julie Kay Mueller *assistan t
prof essor of history
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missed exams could be monitored by his office during the
regular make-up time.
In a closevote,the faculty approved the motion to allow the
crew team to compete following the discussion.
The.Academic Affairs Committee also, proposed three motions, which will be voted on in April. The first was a motion
to have a joint classics-anth ropology major. Edward Yeterian ,
dean oif the faculty, said the idea came in response to student
interest and that it would be created using existing courses.
In a second proposal to create a 7-course minor in J ewish
studies , existing courses would also be used, but the minor
would expand if st udent parti cipation were high ; The proposal was to make it a minor, but members of the faculty
raised questions about whether it was necessary for a pro gram
to exist before a minor was created. Yeterian said Tie would
look into the dilemm a, but thai the motion in April would be
to create both a minor and a program in J ewish studies.
Recommended by the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin deans and di«
rectors of off-campus stud y, the Academic Aff airs Committe e
endorsed a motion on March 2 which would allow those
attending CBB programs to partici pate in only two J anPlans if
there was a conflict in starting dates for tlie spring semester.
The proposal is being introduced in all three schools at the
same time and will be vote d upon by Colb y's faculty in
April. Q .
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Cotte r; Archibal d top latest
facult y salary lists rel eased to IRS

to
the Board^nitiated conceptually
BY MATT APUZZO
pay off when he retires," said DouNews Editor
glas E. Reinhardt, Colby's associate
vice president and treasurer.
The remaining seven officers
Colby'sfinancialinformationfor
fiscal year 1997, dating from July listed on the form that received com1997 to June 1998,was made public pensation were: former Vice PresiFeb. 15 on the Internal Revenue dent for Academic Affairs and Dean
Service'sForm990. TheERSrequires
the information contained in the
document for all non-profit,tax exempt organizations to be declared
and made public.
Among other information,such
as detailed profit and loss data, the
990 Form requires the College to
release annually the salaries of its
five highest paid employees and its
officers.
Colby President WilliamR. Cotter received $214,992 in compensation for the year. Cotter received, in
the fiscal year of 1996-1997, the
fourth highest salary in the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference according to data re- of the Faculty Robert P. McArthur
ceived in the Communications Of- ($144,153), Vice President for Defice. President John D. McCardle of velopment and Alumni Relations
Middlebury topped the list, with Peyton R. Helm ($137,022),AdminWilliamsCollegein second and Con- istrative Vice President W. Arnold
necticutCollegein third.Cotter then Yasinski ($136,600),Dean of theColreceived$205,000peryear.Rankings lege Earl H. Smith ($106,800),
for the just completed fiscal year are Reinhardt ($103,250), Dean of Ad-

lege to purchase a house. In 1994,
Colby also gave loans to McArthur
and Helm.
"That is simply a way to create
incentives to retainkeyemployees,"
said Reinhardt of thetwo unsecured
loans. "Development officers are
particularly hot commodities these

Top Five Salaried Professors
• DouglasArchibald $131 , 163
• H enry Gemery
$11 8, 703
• L. Sandy Maisel
$1 1 4, 435
$112 ,993
• J an S. Hogend orn
• G. Calvin Macken zie $111 ,045

Top Five Salaried Officers
• William R. Cotter
• Robert P. McArthur
• Peyton R. Helm
• W. Arnold Yasinski
• Earl H. Smith
not yet available.
Cotter also received $55,824 last
year in contributions to his employee benefit plans such as health
and life insurance. Colby was ranked
behind only Amherst in the amount
of money paid to its president*sbenefit fund during the fiscal year 1996.
In addition to this compensation, $61,500 was paid into a "deferred compensation"fund,according to the form.
"This was an arrangement that

$214 ,992
$144 *15 *
$137,022
$136,000
$106,800

missions and Financial Aid Parker
J. Beverage ($98,400) and Dean of
Students Janice Armo Kassman
($91,919).
Faculty members also receive
payment into their benefit plans,
which ranged from McArthur's
$24,079 to Kassman's $15,279.
Reinhardt said that faculty members could also take advantage of
Colby's employee mortgage benefit, as Yasinski did in 1992, when
he borrowed money from the Col-

days. Ifs a standard device and it
worked. He's still here."
Colby paid the seventh highest
treasurer salary in 1996, the second
highest developmentvicepresident
salary and the second highest salary
to the dean of the faculty.
These salaries were,for all officers except the treasurer, equal to or
higher than the NESCAC averages
in 1996.
Salariesfor professors in the fiscalyearl997peaked atthe$131,163
received by Roberts Professor of
LiteratureDouglasArchibald.Pugh
Fainlly PrQfessor"pf"EcoAomics
Henry Gemery was second on the
Ust wim$118,703,followed by William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of Government L. Sandy Maisel, who
chairs the government department
and earned $114,435. Grossman
Professor of Economics Jan S.
Hogendornmade$112,993and Distinguished Presidential Professor
of American Government G. Calvin
Mackenzie made $111,045.
This list does not include professors who were on sabbatical but
would normally make the list.
Reinhardt said it is difficult to
compare the salaries of professors
between colleges,because every college uses faculty membersin different roles. Many of Colby's highest
paid professors, for instance, also
hold or have held administrative
positions.!!)
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BY KIM VI CTOR
Staff Writer

Enrique Mayer, Yale University
Professor of Anthropology, told
"; ; - ' NewsEdit pr
' * "/ "
'/ « '
Colby students Thursday that citizens of .Peru "will all have personal
Approximatel y 15people received sumimohses Friday evening
memories just as much as people
when officers from the Maine Bureau of Liquor Enforcement
here remember where they were
patrolled Wat erville, MBLE Seargent Bob LaGuardia reported.
when Kennedy was shot."
One Colby student , Zachary J . Liss '02, of West Bloomfield,
The comparison refers to
Mich. ,was arrested for presenting false identification at Che Shop
Mayer's compilation of 80 inter'N Save on Kenned y Memorial Drive at 7:30 p.m.
views of Peruvians addressing the
MBLE officials posing as Shop 'N Save workers arrested Liss
country's agrarian reform over the
when he presented his brother 's Michigan identification card in
last quarter of a century.
order to purchase alcohoL
A renowned expert in ecology
He was transported to the Waterville Police Department ,where
and political economy issues in the
he was booked and detained until posting a $25 bail. Tuesday ,Liss
SouthAmericanregion,hecompleted
said he planned to hire a lawyer to represent him on his May 12
his graduate study dissertation in
court date.
Peru.
Waterville area residents Eric Marinez , 20, and Aaron Burier ,
Mayer is using the interviews to
19, also received summonses for transporting alcohol. Both were
write a book that he hopes will serve
on their way to the Black Crowes concert , LaGuardia said.
as a "peoples' rememberedhistory of
Christop hei SpauJding, who:is alsp from Waterville ,was sumagrarian reform."
monsed for possession of alcohol by a minor. Spaulding , 18, was
In addition to political and eco. caught in the Wadsworth Gymnasium parking lot by MBLE . nomic consequences, the Peruvian
Echo photo by lyodor Shurnilov
officials. The paperwork for the remaining summonses had not
reforms had far-reaching emotional
Yale University Professor of Anthropology, Enrique Mayer
been completed Tuesday, LaGuardia said. He did say, however ,
consequences, he said.
| that in relation to the concert , a total of seven people were sumMayer'sintervieweesvaried dra- larger Agrarian Societies of So- group supporting communist idei moused for illegal transp ortation or possession of alcohoL Q
matically in their socioeconomic sta- cial Interest, forming a ology, has caused the most turmoil,
tus and their roles , in the reform. supercooperative. These, in turn, said Mayer. Their terrorist tactics,
peasant workers, gov- generated profit through variou s including assaults and threats, are
Specializing in all phases ;crf/ H^rGaN'plM^ ^ Theyincluded
ernment administratorsand doctors. farming and animal-breeding ac- aimed at "outright destruction."
Despite the political 1 and soThe Peruvian reforms began be- tivities. The profits were distrib• Massage
• Make-up Artists •Essential Oil
tween 1970 and 1975 when the gov- uted among the communities,but cial turmoil created by the reBlending Bar
• Electrol ysis
• Nail Tech
ernment, under a left-wing military they were only to be used for com- forms, Mayer stated that each
•Steam Room
• Ped icures
• Waxing
person he interviewed was
dictatorship,expropriated30percent munity development purposes.
In
1980
democracy
was
restored
"much, much better off economiof
the
land.
The
expropriation
was
Fa
cials
Tanning
•
•
Xf o&g ^n tmtZ *
*& "totally non-violentand very quickly under President Belaunde Terry, cally."
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BY MATT APUZZO
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opposition by p lacin g an advertisement in the Echo at special "Election
Issue " rates * For the April 1, 1999 issue onl y, all SGA election-related
adve rtisements will be HALF PRICE. You can pu rchase a 4 inch by 2 inch ad for onl y
$13.50. A 4 inch by 4 inch ad is just $27.00. Other sizes
available at onl y $1.69 per squa re inch!! Adve rtisements can be p laced by pare nts/
friends , or the candidates themselves. Independent expenditures are ideal ! Submit
your ad design to the Echo by 5 p.m. Monday, Marc h 29. For more information ,
p lease cal l 207 872-3786. Fax designs to "Th e Colb y Echo " at 207 872-3555.
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Apri l 1st is the Echo 's special election issue, composed of state ments by
candidates for SGA P resident /Vice President , Social and Cultu ral Chairs and
Treasu re r and for Commons leader positions. If you are ru nni ng for one of
these positions and would like to submit a statement to be published you
must do so by Thur sday, March 18,, 1999 at 1:00 via errt aii to: y
echo@co
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Hu ntbon improving; doctors
encou ra ge visits from friends
<
laughing, screaming and lurid gossip." He also
r 7"
By.MATT APUZZQ , . , - . . encouraged students that wished to visit
. xihdsey over spring break to do so, even if
,: " . <¦;. . ¦ , ' - News^ditpr , .,
1 '
'•
—-,
^-.— ^— '—.—~— only for a snort time.
"
/Lindsey Huntoon '01 ;is - improving in< , - While she has not regained the ability to
Boston 's Spaulding Rehabilitation Center, speak, speech therapists have reestablished
Huntoon,who fell from the third floor of Dana her ability to swallow semi-solid foods arid
Residence Hall in mid-October, has emerged hope the "increased control of her tongue will
from her coma and can. open her eyes and track allow speech in the near future/'
It is still too early,
objects with them,
according to a letter
he said, to forecast
when she will make
sent last week from .
ww
It
comes
down
to
time
more recoveries. She
her father, Christodoes not, however,
pher Huntoon, to
and prayer.
Dean of Students
have
a damagedspi-Christop her Huntoon
nal column or any
Armo
Janice
shattered bones.
Kassman.
In recent weeks,
Hunt o o n 's
Lindsey has rehearing is intact

——— "

and doctors say she b enefits from the presence of visitors. During the last vacation ,
Christophe r Hu n t oon said , members of the
women's rugby team visited the hosp ital
a n d Lindsey 's test r es ults "went up for da ys
afterwards."
Accordin g t o he r father , doctors encourage
such visit s "from noisy frie nds as a source of
stimulus and encouragement." She seemed to
benefit , he said, front "a maj or injecti on of

stored deliberate movement in her thumbs
and her parents and doctors are working on
using the 'thunrbs*ujp' and 'thumbs-down'
signs to establish consistent communication
with her until she regains the ability to speak.
"It comes down to time and prayer," said
Christopher Huntoon. "And we deeply appreciate the kindness and support of all her friends
at Colby who have b een so generous with their
visits, cards, and prayers."Q
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Mitchel l "selected as
commencement speaker

Senator George J. Mitchell will be the commencement speaker for
the graduating class of 1999 on May 23. Mitchell is a former majority
leader of the U.S. Senate, a peace broker for Northern Ireland and
current chair of the United States Olympic Committee's Special
Commission. He has worked as a trial lawyer for the Justice Department in Washington,D.C, was appointed to the Senate in 1980, and
served for 14 years in the Senate. He was voted the most respected
member of the Senate for six consecutive years.

Honora ry degree reci p ients
announced

Six honorary degrees will be presented at Commencement on
May 23. They will be awarded to Judy Woodruff, CNN's prime
anchor and senior correspondent; Al Hunt, executive Washington
editor of The Wall Street Journal; outgoing chair of the Board of
Trustees Larry Pugh '56 and his wife Jean (Van Curan) Pugh '55;
Angus King, Maine's independent governor; and genetic cancerresearch pioneer Patricia (Davis) Murphy '68.
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Acupuncture and Herbal Therapy
"A time tested medical
system that works"

Tues.-Fri.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Q

• Common Colds
• Bronchitis
• Headaches (Migraines)
• Irritable Bowel Syndrome etc.
Deep tissue massage:
• Chronic musculotendon pain and
constriction from trauma or stress.

7:30 a.m.-12 noon

\ ^y£n

Closed Sun. & Mon .

XjP ^

47 Main St. Waterville , Me.

Phillippe Ouim et , LAc.
15A College Ave. • Waterville , Me 04901
207 872-0688
|
I
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873-1010
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Echo photo by J enny O'Donnell

Even Frosty needed a scarf to stay warm this past week on Mayflower Hill .

Grass o '00 inj ured in London
FRO M STAFF REPO RTS
Nichola Grasso '00 of Burlington, Vt. was injured
when she was struck by a bus while studying abroad in
London last weekend. A performing arts major and a
Russian minor/ Grasso has been studying in the British
capital city for the semester.
An e-mail sent to performing arts majors Monday
afternoon told them that Grasso was conscious and
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CLASS, continued f romp age 1 ——cants," said Dean of Admissions Parker J. Beverage.
"A lot of them are very talented , but you always
want to save enough p laces for regular-decision
applicants, "
For the 470spots available in the Class of 20O3, the
Admissions Office received 4,400 applicants,
"It is one of the strongest regular round applicant
pools that I've ever seen," said Thomas.
While Colby had 462 early-decision appli-

^^BH^^^ Hfi"'"''^ - 'l^^^^^^^^

—

cants for 199 spots, Bowdoin College had 443
applicants for 180 spots, according to the
Bowdoin Office of Admissions.
The Colby Class of '03 received the second
highest number of total applications ever , falling short only to the Class of '00.
"It's going to be a very exciting class, people
from all over the world and students running
the whole gambit," said Beverage.d.
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N o sanc t ions for drunk drive rs

dent in the back seat.
BY MATT APUZZO
The driver also smelled of alcoNews Editor
hol and slurred her speech as the
two girls laughed about how "acaOne senior woman and her vis- demic" the student was in her baniting friend were pulled over by ter with the CER technician,p
Colby Security officials early Sunday morning for driving while
intoxicated. The student was
taken to the Garrison-Foster
Health Center and the friend was
They got very lucky,
taken to the West Quad room
we gave them a
she was visiting. No official
break.
charges have been brought
against the individuals, who
-Peter Chenevert
were both over 21, although
the Dean of Students Office was
contacted.
A second Security vehicle was
At 12:35 a.m., Officers Lynn
called
to transport the student to the
Lamonta gne and Ronald Cutter
observed a car driving on the Mu- health center, arid Lamontage and
seum Road toward Roberts Union. Cutter brought the driver to West
The four-door automobile did not Quad.
Officials decided on the scene
have its headlights on and was driving erratica lly, swerving from one not to contact the Waterville Police
Department, a decision Director of
curb to another.
After flagging the car to the side Security Peter Chenevert said is
of the road, officers took the keys made on a case-by-case basis.
"They were on College property
from the visiting driver, who owned
the car. The Colby student was in and they cooperated with us," he
the back seat and was visibly intoxi- said.
Chenevert said that Security ofcated. Colby Emergency Response
ficers
will contact police officials if
was contacted to examine the stu-
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Twent y-four years ago...

On March 13,1975,the Echo reported that President Strider was
still waiting for a reply from an inquiry addressed to "a prominent
woman" to be the Commencement speaker for the Glass of 1975.
The lady in question was the third person whom the President had
asked, as two previous women had "graciously declined due to
other commitments."Strider purposely asked women that year due
to a request by senior officials that a woman speaker be chosen.

days. y .p .

"Violations of the laws and policies wil} result in disciplinary action up to and including suspension . . . and referral for prosecution," according to the 1998-1999
Colby Student Handbook. "Students and adults are.thus expected
to obey the law and to take personal responsibility for their conduct . . . Disciplinary action will
result .if a student's use of alcohol
creates disorder, public disturbances, danger to themselves and
others, or property damage."
Chenevert said he was pleased
the officers were able to stop the car,
get the keys and get the passengers
off the road. He said the officers'
decision not to involve the authorities stemmed from the passengers'
cooperation.
"They got very lucky," he said.
"We gave them a break/'Q

Sixteep years a go...

y On;Mar|j; iO, 1983, the Echo reported that Colby fraternities
were preparingto begin their tax suit against the City of Waterville
in the Kennebec County Superior Court. Although Maine law
stated that all fraternal groups "except college fraternities"were
exempt from property taxes, the argument was based on the claim
that Colby fraternities are "charitable and benevolent fraternal
organizationssimilar to the Elks, and are thus exempt from property taxes."yfhe case of the fraternities was being argued on the
grounds that? the fraternities benefited the community at large
through various social service activities and that Colby fraternities
owned ordy their houses and not the land on which they sat and
they lacked f acijpies that would give them market value to any one
other than the College.
. -t,;
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Local News |

something

Mobile hot-do g stand gains new permit

new •
Ask someone you don 't know!
Invite a faculty member to lunch~
you may be surprised.
(Rtm9 mt *rto UUth *eh *tktrtJi *tyeu
*r* uj lnt thi
"IWw A PrwftU0 fU ttmch«r trnikfiist, wNimr - prtfrim j
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. Hours
5:O0 AM-2: 0O AM
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theyencounter people drivingwhile
intoxicated on any Maine roads,but
use their discretion when the crime
occurs on campus roads.
Maine law prohibits the operation of a motor vehicle while the
driver is intoxicated^ The law calls
for a fine of at least .$300 and a
license suspension of at least 90
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Scott Dorval of Winslow has been given a victualer's license for his moble hot-dog lunch
stand. Dorval was forced to close his stand "Courtney's Countertop" last summer because
he had a permit for a mobile lunch stand, but it was in fact stationary. The restaurant had
weels, a trailer hitch and an axle from a Plymouth Horizon, but it also had four walls, a roof
and doors to keep customers out of the weather. "It didn't appear mobile to anyone but
him," said Winslow Town Manager Edward A. Gagnon. "It appeared pretty permanent to
us." With the new permit, the Winslow town council stipulated that Dorval's lunch stand
must be located in a commercial zone and must be moved every day at the close of business.
"Courtney's Countertop" is scheduled to reopen for business once the weather warms up.

$3000 raised for after-school programs in Polar
Bear Di p

Twenty-one people jumped into Snow Pond in Oakland to benefit the George J. Mitchell
School's Before- and After-School program and after-school programs at the Waterville
Area Boys and Girls Club Sunday. The Polar Bear Dip is in its sixth year, in which
participants wade, walk> or dive into the frigid water. Over $3000 was raised in the event this
year.

L L Bean not able t o give employees bonuses

For the third time in four years, L.L. Bean employees will not be granted bonuses. In 1998,
the company had sales of $1.07billion, which had not risen from the previous year. A major
incentive to work at Bean has been the yearly bonuses, which reached a high in 1988, at 18
percent of annual salaries, The decision affects all salaried workers and part-time workers
who work more than 1,000 hours per year, appr ox ima tely 4,500 workers.
¦compiled by Belsy Loydfrom the Online Portland Press Herald and Central Maine Newspapers , ¦ ,

echo@colby.edu echo@colby.edu
echo@colbyiedu echo@colby.edu
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Gettin g to know the folks behind the Blue Light Pub

After over one year of op era tion , the Colb y bartenders still serve us with a smile
BY KELLY FIELD
Staff Writer

They pour your beer. They sell
you sex (on the beach). And sometimes, when you've had too much,
they kindly, ever so gently, cut you
off.
But how well do you really know
the Colby bartenders?
Were you aware, for example,
that Sheryl Jason works in a nursery
school? Or that Don Clark sells rebuilt engines and wore a tux in his
last job (at a four-star irui in Bar
Harbor)? And what aboutMonique
Rossignol and the dearly departed
Dan Barrows, gone as of last Thursday? One works in accounts payable, the other, variously at Shaw's,
for Honda and atlandscaping firms.
Monique likesgin and tonic,Rolling Rock and Margaritas, while
Sheryl prefers Midori sours, after 5's
and Heineken. And Don is a Shipyard and Captain and Coke man.
But what might most surprise
you about Sheryl, Don, Monique
and Dan, is not their daytime employment, or drinking preferences,
but their apparent affection for
Colby students. Noisy and raucous
as we can be, they actually seem to
like us.
"(Colby students) are very wellbehaved," said Don, a hobby guitarist and singer. "I've had no
troubles with them at all. I've got a

smile on my face all the time, and I
always get one back."
"The noise doesn't bother us,"
said Sheryl. "We just turn up the
music. And we can scream and
holler just as loud as you guys."
According to Monique, "The
town people act a lot worse. People
will be on the tables,shouting. We've
never even had a fist fi ght in here."
Both women agreed that the prevailing stereotype—tha t Colby students are a homogeneous mass of
Northf ace-wearing, Nalgene-toting
materialists — misrepresents their
pub patrons.
"I've seen people with tattoos in
here," said Sheryl. "It seems to me
that anything goes."
"Townies (I guess that's what
you'd call us) have certain impressions of Colby that aren't accurate at
all. They say "oh, you're working at
Colby,' and I say 'actually, its really
fun.'"
"I think the opinion has come
about because all you see in the
paper is the bad news," said Dan.
And while they probably have
more dirt on us than our best friends,
Sheryl, Dan, Monique and Don are
among the most tactful bartenders
you'll ever meet. They've seen us
walk into walls, lie down on the
stairs, and even get sick, and said
nothing thefollowing night. They've
witnessed our all-male "pickle parties," tearful arguments, and most
heated disputes, and then, like a

Echo photo by J ennie Record

Sheryl , Don and Monique take a quick break f r o m the
barrage of thirsty students.
compassionate friend, conveniently
"forgotten "everythingby themorning.
Why, we wonder, are they so
loyal?
According to Don, it's partly
bartender etiquette.
"We have a doctor-patient sort

of relationship," he said. "It's very
confidential."
Sheryl, who admitted that she
herself has done some crazy things
in pubs,added that it's also a matter
of consideration.
* "People can come in here and act
wild, and then come back and have

us act like nothing happened,"said
Sheryl.
But don't try to take advantage
of their kindness. The Colby bartenders are strictly by the books
when it comes to fake identifications.
"If we're not sure, we call Security to see if they can verif y birth
dates," said Sheryl. "If we find out
its counterfeit, we hold them there
until they come."
Dan, the former bouncer,added
that this happens quite frequently.
"We've had quite a few. The last
one I got was a 5'8" guy trying to
pass as 6'1."
"Last year, one guy tried to pass
off as his brother," said Sheryl. "But
I knew his brother, he'd been in
there all year, and I said \ih, huh.'"
Sheryl added that they have become increasingly strict over the past
year and a half.
"At the beginning we were too
lenient. We would send people off
and tell them not to comeback again.
I don't think they realize how much
trouble they'll get the school in.
They'llruinit for everyone/' shesaid.
Dan's almosttearful departure last
weekshowed everyonepresent that a
bond has quickly developed among
thosethatare technically staff,but realistically our close friends.
Visit the Blue Light Pub Mondays through Wednesdays from 7
p.m. to 11p.m. and Thursdays,Fridays and Saturdays until 1a.rn.Q
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10% Off for Colby Students

Hours: M ~ 9-5, T - 8-8, W - 8-8, T ~ 6-8, F ~ 8-8, S ~ 8-5,9 - 12-5

<=PF, 7 Ace Tire Co.

4 Drummond Ave., Waterville
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LUBE, OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL

• Up to 5QTS Havoline oil 10W30 or 5W30
(P 1 £L Q
• Check and top off fluid levels
^
_,
*
"T
• Adjust air pressure in tires
^ Please call for an
• Free Suspension and exhaust checkover
appointment

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MECHANICAL REPAIRS
FOR ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY (I.D . PRESENT) !

• Ace Tire is family owned and has been doing business in Waterville
for over 40 years
• We employ "A.S.E." c ertified te chn icia n s
• Maine's largest indendent tire dealer 1 onr* A r \ r \ mno
Our tire prices are among the lowest! 1 -oUU-4Z,Z - 19U J
• Free courtesy van will take you back to campus and pick you up.

873-5166
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Tenured p rofessors speak out
about their experience
BY CHRISSY BARNETT
Staff Writ er

Berkeley student ? learn to spin
records
f

Echo: What does being tenured mean to you? Do
you thinkit is a reflection of your accomplishments in
your work?

Receiving tenure as a professor is a great honor. It
Professor de Sherbinin: Tenure means 1) a confirmameans that you are well respected by your colleagues, have achieved success in your line of tion that your work is valued by the Colby world and
teaching, and most of all, are now considered a by colleagues in your scholarly field; 2) buying a house;
permanent and integral part of an intellectual com- 3) putting down deeper roots in the Waterville community.
munity.
Professor Mills : Receiving tenure is a great feeling Just ask any of the five recently tenured professors here at Colby. These five professors, Professor both thehonor of receiving one's colleagues approval
of Anthropology Mary Beth Mills, Professor of and a sense of being able to settle into a place.
Prof essor Ta te : I spent a lot of time building a lab and
Russian and German Julie de Sherbinin, Professor
of History Raffael Scheck, and Professors Shelby demonstratinga productiveresearch program at Colby.
Nelson and Duncan Tate from the Physics depart- I also think that I showed that I was committed to the
ment, were all notified of their acceptance for physics program at Colby by creating new courses and
obtaining grants to improve teaching and student retenure this semester.
Most students at Colby have probabl y had the search opportunities. Finally,I wanted to be clear inmy
experience of writing a letter of recommendation teaching as I possibly could be, and spent a lot of effort
in figuring out how to do that.
for a professor up for a
I hope that the students I have
Student
promotion.
taught think that I succeeded.
evaluations as well as letProf essor Scheck: It means,
ters submitted by students
above
all, some security. A
onbehalf of their professors
Just like Alka
committee of very accomare very important in the
,
Sel
t
zer
tenure
spells
tenure process. Some stuplished colleagues conducted a thorough examiR-E-L-I-E-F.
dents may think that the tennation of my research and
ure process is relatively
-Julie de Sherbinin
teaching and deemed me
easy. All of the five profesworth
y of tenure. I am
sors will tell you that it is
happy about his but would
not.
Not only are course evaluations and letters from like to know what shortcomings they saw and
students included within the selection process, but where I can improve.
Professor Nelson: It is a vote of confidence from
published work dependent upon the field, and above
all, service to the college are also taken into consider- my community. It certainly feels good!
ation by the promotion and tenure board committee.
Echo: How would you describe youx reaction to
The promotion and tenure committee, a board
composed of nine faculty-elected professors,prop- the news?
erly evaluate all of the achievements of the profesA^rofessor de Sherbinin: Just like Alka Seltzer,
sor. The board evaluates tr^,professor based upon
his/her teaching, scholarly work and service to tenure spells R-E-L-I-E-F..
Pr ofessor Mill s : Receiving tenure is a great feelthe College in the form of being a resident advisor
ing - both the honor of receiving one's colleagues
or an advisor to a college club.
In addition to the promotion and tenure board's approval and sense of being able to settle into a
evaluation, the professor's resume is also evalu- p lace I've come feel very attached to.
Professor Tate: Relief that I knew what my 'fate'
ated by five external professors outside of Colby.
These five professors are better able to objectively was. I think if I hadn't made it, it would have been
a real bummer. One just gets to do the same thing
evaluate the professor's achievements.
For a ny prof esso r, this promotion and tenure f or the res t of one's life, if one wants.
Professor Scheck: In the night before I got the news I
process can be stressful and require quite a lot of
patience. The professors are honest about the se- dreamt that I was applying for a job as a dishwasher in
lection process and can even view the situation rural Maine. I am not a person who celebrates enthusihumorou sly. The Echo had the opportunity to in- astically. My colleagues were wonderfull y supportive.
Some brought champagne and one of them or ganiz ed
terview these professors.
a party later. As to myself, the news sank in only
Echo: Now that you aretenured,do you feel that you graduall y, over a coup le of days or weeks.
will change any thing in you r teaching?
Echo: What d o you hope t o ach ieve w ith your
Professor Tate: No,Idon't think so,thoughl'll almos t sta t us as a t enure professor ?
cer tainly be more relaxed about it,
Professor Scheck : Get t ing ever bet t er at research
Professor Scheck:I willcontinuetoimprove my teaching wherever I can. This is not a change. But I will and teaching.
Professor de Sher binin: I hope to be able t o lend
probably be less shy about trying out risk ier courses
more consistent support to all of the wonderful
and new teaching methods.
Professor Nelson: No, actuall y, Ithink I've been do- students on campus - many of them active in the
Pugh Center organizations - who are committed to
ing my idea of the 'best' I can all along.
Professor Mills: Idon 't think my teachingwill change issues of social justice.
Professor Tate: More resources and more space
but I will have the opportunity to try out new courses
and areas of instruction in the future. That will be fun. for ph ys icsO
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a classin ''tumtableism.''Essential]:this classteachesstudents *'how
to acuiaEyspin records/ accorj^fco course instructors.Twc?,stuother a
dents teach the course, one ararowBan Studies major, the
meant
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is
to
political
sciencemajor.-Orie^>^lg^|^hat "A
¦
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ptey back vinyl records.but^h|[^u^^ygm does is that it moves
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than they sounded befa$e. *$WVa- reai^ijjprent concept music.
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said tnat with this handi-fMri^^fi^c^ori^^^^aii
separatethe "men
from the boys/ probably meanmg the ^f^^^ from the "quasi,
the class was
wanna-bes." The instructors wll&eryemS^hat
5
being offered through# muff§§artrfK %r than through
Ethics Studies or Ame|||ln Sti|pj|f jecau ^StMdicates "a drastic,
even revolutionary)m|£|f*|that^JrtllS the i||psteps towardmaking
tumtablism a i-ecogmjprpausiealtseehrrigt^ll
'k.
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Highlander
Laundr y >
& Drycleaning

Sell Service ft- Full Service Wash,Dry & Fold
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Hunan Cuisine
41 Temple Street
Waterville • 877-7644
10% Student Discount w/ID. Dine-In only Sun-Thurs.

Remodeled , Refreshed ,
Ready to Serve You
Free Delivery

y/
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szechuan &

Hunan Legends
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Chinese Food

With an Attitude
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Drunk driving is not okay
Everyone in our bubble of educational splendor should now
know that driving drunk is a Very naughty thing to do, and
thankfullymost of us here at Colby have the common sense not to
put an inebriated foot on the gas pedal.
There are some members of the Colby community, however,
who seem to think that operating under the influence is nothing
to get worke d up about. It would appear that among these individuals are officers in the Colby Security Department, who released a visitor to Colby who was driving on a Colby road after
midnight last Sunday morning with her headlights off. The car
was swerving from one curb to another, and the driver's friend, a
Colby student, was in the back seat. Both driver and passenger
were over 21, not that age makes a single whit of difference in this
case. The officers did not report the serious criminal offense to any
Maine authorities.
Drinking on campus is one thing. Drinking and driving is
quite another. Security needs to formulate a specific response to
the inexcusable, dangerous action of these individuals and others
who are OUI inside our little piece of the world. Had the driver in
this case been on any of the main Waterville roads surrounding
Colby, Director of Security Peter Chenvert, said.Security would
have reported the incident to state authorities.
Not only should students also be made aware of the penalties
for the real threat of OUI on campus,but the consequences,for our
safety and security, must be consistent and severe. In future
instances, police officials should be contacted immediately when
people risk their lives and the lives of others by driving drunk.

Pub , we love you

What would we do without Thursday night Pub breaks? Or
Wednesday, Tuesday or Monday night Pub breaks, for that matter? Celebrating its one year anniversary,the Pub has added more
to social life at Colby than anyone could have imagined during the
long months of planning that preceded its opening. The pet
project of Shannon Baker '98 and Jill Marshall '98, last year's SGA
President and Vice President,exemplifies what the Colby community can accomplish with a little innovation and optimism.
The Pub has actualized the sense of community that Colb y's
viewbook promotes so fastidiously. Perhaps most importantly,
the Pub has kept seniors on campus. And in a year when a housing
crunch relegated many seniors to off-campus housing, it has
served as a prime bonding tool for the Class of 1999, the first class
to reap the benefits of the pub for an entire year. Twenty-first
birthdays can conveniently be celebrated in the on-campus venue.
If your birthday falls on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday, your
underage friends can share in the festivities instead of being
turned away.The Pub staff is more friendly and responsible than
we students could have ever hoped for. Sheryl,Don, Monique and
recently-departed Dan know us all by face and most of us by name.
Yet their judgment is key to the pub's reputation as a safe, regulated place to have a few beers.
Thank you Shannon, Jill, last year's Presidents' Council and
Trustees. Also, thanks Sheryl, Don, Monique and Dan. We REALLY,REALLY appreciate it. The Cheers-like atmosphere was the
most encompassing SGA success story in recent memory. The Pub
where everyone knows your name will leave an indelible mark on
the seniors that spent hours upon hours inside of its walls. It may
even prove to be the savior to the future of Colby campus social
scene, with the tides of change and restriction flowing outward
more and more every year.
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In defense of my presidency

I am writing in response to the
editorial in last week's Echo, which
portrayed a select few hall presidents as disinterested,unconcerned
members of the Student Government Association. As president of
Treworgy, I take my elected position seriously and have carried out
the duties that my position entails.
This has been shown all year in my
commitment
to
attending
Preisdents' Council meetings, representing the residents in my dorm,
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and serving on the Campus Community Committee.
Speaking on behalf of several
other presidents as well as myself,
we understand and appreciate the
power Presidents' Council holds,
but also have roles as students which
occasionally inhibit us from spending multiple hours debating issues
which become circumvented by
fancy language and strict rules. Perhaps if the members of the Council
allowed the meetings to be more

In defense of my dorm president

efficiently run, attendance would
be more favorable.
Itis an importantyetunpaid and
unappreciated role whichhall presidents play in the Student Government Association at this college. I
resent that because I chose to leave
a three hour long meeting twenty
minutes early my presidential capabilities, which I have proven all
year, are being questioned.
Jen Coughtin '01

I was dismayed to read the
editorial in last week's Echo about
the "Lazy Presidents" ofthe SGA.
My dorm president Dev.in
Beliveau was one of the people
who was slandered anonymously. As a constituent, I do
feel that Devin does his job wond erfully. He .keeps the dorm in-

formed faith full y every week, as
well as providing much needed
bathroom reading. He is not only
sociable, but interested in other
dorm members' opinions about
issues confronting Colby students. As I see it, Presidents'
Council meetings are horrificl y
long-winded, and we cannot ex-

pect dorm presidents to sacrifice
their academics for the "good" of
all. Perhaps the members of Presidents' Council should learn effi ciency, instead of chastising others for being academic. Thank
you.

I am writing this letter in response to Patrick Swillinger's article on the death penalty.
Mr. Swillinger first attempts to
prove that the death penalty is unconstitutional because it violates
the words of the Eighth Amendment prohibiting, "cruel and unusual punishment." That precept
of the Constitution is taken out of
context. When the framers of the
Constitution wrote the Eighth
Amendment executions were not
considered cruel, and they certainly were not unusual. Executing criminals has been a common
practice since time began. Yet
Swillinger goes on to say that
"passing 50,000 volts of electricity
is quite cruel [and] it is not every
day that lethal drugs are injected
routinely by the police." By that
reasoning, one could propose that
locking someone up for the rest of
his or her life is cruel as well. It is
certainly not every day that the
police permanently remove
someone's freedom and force him
or her to live out their days among
other incarcerated criminals. So
what are we to do?
The fact remains that while executions may notbe commonplace,
nor are they nice things to do, they
are necessities of maintaining law
and order and according to. the Su-

preme Court are protected under
the Constitution. Swillinger
counters that the death penalty is
too costly and does not deter crime.
First of all, as Swillinger admits,
the death penalty is expensive because of the lengthy and inefficient
appeals process. This doesnotmean
that the death penalty is itself at
fault, rather the legal process is. If
appeals were required to be filed at
once, instead of in consecutive order after each one fails, this would

Both have major cities with massive population. But does Chicago
have any less crime than Boston?"
The Chicago metropolitan area has
a population of 7.4 million as opposed to Boston's 5 million. Boston
has 7.8% unemployment and a per
capita income of $23,000. Chicago
has an unemployment rate of 9.2%
and a per capita income of $20,000.
Chicago is much larger, has a worse
economy, and a poorer average
population. But this is mere trifling.
While it is far from perfect, the
real reason the death penalty
"doesn't work," is because of the
bureaucratic and obstructionary
appeals process. The death penalty does not adequatel y deter
crime because criminals sit on
death row for up to fifteen years.
By that time the horror of the crime
has been forgotten, the victims and
their families may be dead or out
of the spotlight, and those who call
for justice never see it happen. The
association between the crime and
the punishment is obscured by
years of legal red tape . The true
Constitutional challenge does not
concern "cruel and unusual puni shment,"but the ri ght to "a speed y
and public trial."

Swillinge r misinterpreted Constitution

The fact remains that
while executions may be
commonp lace, they are

necessities of

maintainin g law and
order.
not be the case. An inmate on death
row would then at least cost the
same, if not remarkably less, than
the average convict. Second,
Swillinger's parallel of Massachusetts and Illinois as proof of the
failure of the death penalty is misleading. According to Swillinger,
"Massachusetts does not have the
death penalty, but Illinois does.

Kelley Moore '00

Da n Roger s '99

What if they gave a concert , and nobod y cared ?
Last Friday the Black Crowes
wer e at Colby. I say that because I'm
not sure everybod y knew that. Of
course, why shoul d you care?
The Black Crowes are a great
rock band with a decent live show.
They h ave a handfu l of h it songs
("Hard to Handle," "She Talks to
Angels," "Jealous A ga in," "Remed y "); unfor t una t ely they pre-date
Nirvana. And Nirvana 's dea d. So
wh y were they here when m ost of
their peer bands are ei ther disbanded or stuck in lounges somewhere?
Money. Everyone knows Colby
College is all about money. Hey,
that's no revelation - that's life. The
p roblem lies in the hypocrisy involved here.We, as students or parents, pay exorbitant amounts of
money to receive the best services
and education that 30+ grand can

buy. We have a president tempted
to lead us well with an income over
$200,000. We have numerous professors m aking over 100 grand. And
then there's the rest of the faculty,
st a ff , and serv ices, which the big
money nev er seems to tr i ckle down

bigger, more enticing concerts? Perh a ps you expla ined it away as our
distance from civilization: a band
will play Albany if they 're play ing
New York Ci ty, that' s si mple logistics.
Dist ance is a fact or; there's no
deny ing that. But a band will play
the Nor th Pole i f the money's ri ght.
Ther e's no reason Colby can 't have
a concert people give a damn about.
All it woul d t a ke was a few people
to be a little more in touch with the
music scene, and a college a l it tle
more committed to putting on a
good show, not just a cheap show.
to.
Anyone who tells you Colby just
The inequality of the distribu- doesn't have the money is lying.
tion of wealth among the less-than- Colby has the money, they 're j ust
saintly members ofthe faculty, how- sometimes misplacing it in the
ever, is not my concern, Entertain- wrong paychecks.
ment is my concern.Have you ever
wondered why other schools get
Jeff Calareso, '01

There 's no reason
Colby can 't have a
concert peop le give a
damn about.

Does SPB real ly heed an overhaul?

To Alden Kent: a modest proposal
Colby altogether and just ban
booze outright.
Opinions Editor .
You also said that banning
drinking games was necessary to
Dear Alden,
show that "the College is serious
I love these computer spell- about preventing binge drinking
checkers! The Autocorrect on at Colby." That's absolutely ri ght.
Word '98 wants to change your And what better way to prevent
name to either "Aladdin " or binge drinking than to make a
"Alien." But that's not why I'm rule against it? The Temperance
writing.
I read with great interest last
week's front-page Echo article
regarding the future of drinking
We don 't need a beer
games at Colby. Basicall y, I
wanted to know why the proposal to ban drinking games got
rolling in the first place. Alden,
your reasoning that "the College
is setting a double-standard saying that you can't binge drink
publicly, but in private, binge Movement was a great success,
drinking is OK" sounds to me from what I understand. These
like an argument that could be Colby kids are all good kids, so I
ridden all the way to a dry cam- don't doubt that they'll follow
pus. And I think that it should be whatever rules we decide to imtaken that far. Because after all, pose.
if we banned drinking games
But what should we do if stuthen wouldn't it also be hypo- dents do decide to try to get away
critical to allow people to drink with drinking in their .rooms?
at all? Hey, Aid, we're talking That's a good question. Security
about college kids here. We don't couldn't keep tabs on every single
need a beer die table to drink kid to make sure they don't drink,
ourselves silly. So let's just cut to at least not with their current
the chase and eliminate this staff. But I have a solution to that
namby-pamby "one more restric- problem. Perhaps we could hire
tive rule per year" strategy. Let's Security officers on a one-to-one
put an end to alcohol abuse at ratio with the students! It would

BY EZRA DYER

die table to drink
ourselves silly.

be kind of like a babysitter who
could stay in their rooms and
follow them around and make
sure they don't drink. And what
a secure campus we would have!
I'll bet app lications to Colby
would instantl y double with that
kind of a program in effect.
I also understand that many
Colby students are sexually active., and may not always use
protection. This is plainl y dangerous and cannot be tolerated.
I have thoroughly perused the
Student Handbook and could
find no rule against having unprotected sex. This reminded me
of your criticism of Colb y 's
drinking-game policy. You said
that "the College is not sanctioning public drinking games, but
is basically saying that what goes
on behind closed doors, as long
as you don't get caught, is OK." I
don't know how you can get
"caught" doing something that
is not currently prohibited, but
that's not the point. The point is,
this is a parallel situation to our
drinking dilemma, is it not?
Colb y does not have a rule
against having unprotected sex,
so to me that means that our venerable establishment is in fact
sanctioning an activity that is
potentiall y injurious to the student bod y (so to speak). Also, it
See HANG 'EM, on page 10

Overc rowd ing at Colb y

too, and top authorities have recentl y
deemed that it is physicall y impossible
Staff Writer
to eat at Dana during lunchtime. Finding
a table has become an exercise of DarColb y is too crowded. Walking winian survival, and your chances of
through the Cotter Union between 8 a.m. getting a seat are about as high as your
and noon is like forcing your way through chances of finding that your beverage of
a West Virginian coal mine on bring- choice is actuall y in stock at the drink
your-incestual-daughter-to-work-day. machines.
I remember when my dorm used to
The sheer number of students at Colb y
has taken its toll on our dining options have lounges. It was nice to have a place

BY PATRICK J. BERNAL

There has been a great deal of talk latel y in SGA and SPB
about the need to re organize the present SPB system. SPB has
alread y stopped meeting as one large group. We now hav e a
SPB executive meeting and then sepa rate meeting among
SPB' s and Commons Leader called Commons Council. I am
not opposed to the reorganization of the present SPB system.
I do believe, however , that other things could be done to help
the social p lanning at Colb y work more smoothl y. The SPBs
elected by their peers should actuall y do something. I believe
that most SPB representatives do not take their responsibility
seriousl y. Phone bombs do not go out , dorm news letters are
not made and posted in order to inform the residents of the
dorm on the social events
p lanned on campus and
some SPBs do not even
attend the one weekl y
meeting that is required
their peers should
of them.
A prime examp le of
actuall y do somet hing
the lack of pa rtici pa tion
by SPBs was this weekend at the Black Crows
concert. Four SPB showed
up to help. Four , all day. Load in was so badl y attended that
peop le doing community service in order to satisf y parole
requirements were brought in to help. At load out those
temporary workers were still there along with 20 or so Colb y
students , two of whom were SPBs. The res t of those helping
were students who were volunteered to help. Thank God they
did. I thank all of them for stay ing till three o'clock in the
morning. Seeing that the SPB did not think it was their responsibility, I hav e to wonder whose responsibility they
thou ght it was. J esse Dole left several desperate messages
during the day begging SPBs to come down and help^ None
did.
While peop le discuss an overhaul of the present SPB system and perhaps a change in the Colb y Constituti on I just
wanted to bring up the idea that perhap s the SPB system
would be working better if the SPBs followed throug h with
the commitments they made.

The SPBs elected by

Emily Mahlman
'01 Class Representative

available for late-night , social stu dy. can solve it.
The first step is to eliminate superfluUnfortunately, lounges seem to be a thing
of the past as the college has recentl y ous students. For instance, kids that have
given Feb-Fresh the go-ahead to move GPAs of 4.0 and above - do we reall y
need them? Don 't they alread y know
into last semester's lounges.
Colb y 's student bod y can expand no everything ? Shouldn't they reall y be at
more. In fact, in order to eliminate this MIT mopping floors?
Second , fraternities must be reinproblem of overcrowding, extreme measures must be taken b y the Dean of Stu- stated , and this time with gru eling, life
dents. I know, this problem seems over- or death initiation rituals. The elephant
whelming, but don 't worry, together we See CROWDS, cont 'd to page 10

' M , conf d fr omp ag e9
HANG E

would be a terrible double-standard if Colby students were not allowed drinking in his dorm, and he was promptly kicked off campus. Of course
to drinkbut they were allowed to have unprotected sex.But again,we can he learned his lesson and never had another drop, but there;was another
stop alcohol abuse and unprotected sex at the same time by merely hiring student who lived in the apartment across the hall from him who still
a security officer to shadow every student. If a student got into a situation dran k, even though he too had been expelled from the dorms.One night in
where there was a possibility of their engaging in sexual activity, that his apartment this student drank so muchthat he died of alcohol poisoning!
The end result, of cmirse, is that
studenf s security person would . - ' .
this troublesome person was no
merely step in and make sure that
longer a nuisance. If we succeed in
adequate precautions were being
I'm not the "fu n police." I only want to
taken to avoid the contraction of a
making Colby a dry campus, the
problem drinkers will be easily
sexually transmitted disease. But
ban drinking and sex.
weeded out through this process.
nowthatlthink of it,nothingis 100No longer will they be at parties
percent-safe except abstinence, so
maybe we should propose outlawingsex completely. I'm surepeople are surrounded by a crowd oi people, no longer willthey have to worry about
going to see me as the "bad guy"here,but I'm not the "fun police." I only being "social." They can just hide in their rooms with a bottle of grain
want to ban drinking and sex. Anyhow,I know that it would require quite alcohol and drink until they cease to be a problem.
a chunk of cash to hire all thesenew Security officers and build new dorms
So forget the drinking games, let's get to the root of alcohol abuse: rules
to house them and their students, so I do have one other alternative.
that arejustnot strict enough.If ssosimpleldon'tknowwhy itwasn't done
We'dhaveto go back to the drawing board to stop thesex,but wemay years ago, but now is the timeto eradicate this pox on our little society.
be able to regulate the drinking without all the extra Security folks. I have
I'll get back to you soon about the whole sex thing.
a friend who goes to a college that already has a dry campus, and they
Cheers!
have an effective method for dealing with drinkers. My friend got caught
Ezra
i

CAMP CARIBOU

boys camp, Waterville, Maine
^*
Hiring coaches/counselors: *w i ~%
BASEBALL , VOLLEVBALL ,«iML ? '
TENNIS,. GOLF, ARTS/
Hfc f ,
CRAFTS, CANOE,
teT P*
V^iiW
SAILING, RIFLERV,
ROPES COURSE, ARCHERY, WATER
SKIING, SWIMMING, GUITAR/SONG
LEADER. 6/18-8/14/99.
On campus contact: Keith Jonassen at
8774934 / email kejonass@colby.edu
or contact camp director—Bill Lerman
at 888-305-2267 ;
campcaribu@aol.com
Check out our website @
www.campcaribou ,com
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walk shouldbe performed
over burning coahr the St.
Patty 'sDaypractice of swallowing goldfish should be
rep laced by the swallowing
of live manta-rays and
pledges should be forced to
take keg-stands under
rounds of live, sniper fire.
Two select freshman virgins should be sacrificed
during loudness to appease
the Gods of the Maine winter,and to bestow luck upon
their classmates during
exam week.
The PDA couple should
be treated as a single entry
at room-draw , and science
students should be pro *
vided with cots in Olin to
save them the time of returning to their rooms to
sleep and look at porn on
the Internet.
Call me a dreamer , and
call me crazy , but 1 believe that a day will come
when it is again possible
to eat lunc h on camp us,
and when all students will
enjoy the luxury of having a lounge. Dean
J ohnston , if you can 't
adopt ail of my policies,
please at least adopt the
one about the cots in Olin,
because I ivant my lounge
back. Q
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Black Crowes rock Wadswo rth ; Pole " very pleased "
BY LISA MARK
Contributing Writer
Last Friday night the Wadsworth Gymnasium was host to
one of the biggest bands Colby has seen in a few years, the
Black Crowes. Although the show did not completely sell
out, the production was nothing less than spectacular. The
Crowes' "Souled Out" tour,which has been rocking it'sway
across the United States since this past February, produced
sounds in our tiny venue that one would expect to hear in a
place like Madison Square Garden. With their soulful lyrics
and no-nonsense guitar jams, the Black Crowes proved once
again that the heart of American rock and roll is still beating
furiously.
^tarfin

cr irtna chfYMr T*ri +K norliano

rtno r\f fl-»£>T r Viocf _L'n/-»T,im

songs, "Remedy," the group jammed for a good two-and-ahalf hours until they had all but taken every drop of energy
out of the crowd. Their set-list, comprised of 18 songs and 3
encore performances, included such hits as "Jealous Again,"
"She Talks to Angels" and "Twice as Hard."Aside from a few
incidents of crowd surfing, the production was flawless,
ushering in crowds from all over the New England area.
Following the show, SGA Social Chair Jesse Dole '99 said
that he was very pleased with the performance.
"Overall, we had a good night. Everyone seemed to be
having a great time and the turnout was great too. We (SGA)
hoped that this show would make up for last semester when
we really couldn't get anyone.We were actually really lucky
to get such a great band.Usually you can't get big groups like
that any further north than Portland. I guess we just hap-

7
Photo courtesy of Columbia Records
(center)
Led
by
Chris
Robinson
the
Black
Crowes
performed
at
Colby
on Friday night.
on
vocals,
Dole was also grateful to everyone that helped make the
show a hit.
Robinson have remained at the core of the act, and will most comprised of surprisingly small venues, emphasizing their
"There were a lot of people helping out thatreally weren't likely continue to be the most recognizable members. But the dedication to the true spirit of music. Although they
obligated to be there. Without them we wouldn't havehad a Black Crowes wouldn't be the band they are today withjust have long drawn comparisons with the legendary Rollshow," he said.
a singer and a drummer, and so the unmistakable talents of ing Stones, the Black Crowes still manage to bring a
The Black Crowes, who got their start in the mid-eighties, Steve Gorman, Sven Pipien, Audley Freed and Eddie Harsch soulful style to their very own version of southern-fried
rock and continue to be a band that just won't "sell
came together in the heartland of American jazz and blues, certainly dp hotgo uhrtoticed,
yip
:
^^g#i;'7fep -7: - -,-.,,.• p ,.. ,
Atlanta; Georgia. Although the band- has%e^#^f^6^#*^%ri©1 ^W^
number of various musicians, brothers Chris and Rich sdfed shows, the Crowes' "Souled Out" tour has been one
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Sinead Lohan

a Interscope Records

^^^^EZ /
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Every once in awhile you
¦discover an entire album of
¦pristine songs, by a relatively
m new artist, that you make ex¦cuses to listen to, even if you
¦are on page 6 of your honors
a thesis. You put off other plans
¦
that ;mi ght interfere with the
¦completion of the CD. These
n jewels usually arrive in your
¦persbnal hemisphere not be¦cause one of your friends asks
B if you have heard a certain
¦song on some generic mass¦market station (a la 98 Boyz N'
J Sync . br Third Limp Box 20),
¦but almost by accident. And
¦when you , in turn, recommend

m.

a it to another, you always men-

¦

Here

again. Repeat all. Running to ¦
friends, "You have GOT to J
Not a whole lot.
hear this!"
a
You can add Sinead Lohan ¦
There
to the list. At once tradition- "
ally Irish and subtly synthe- ¦
Cancun:
sized, she is a romantic, a phi- ¦
"The island of magical Mayan mystery, breathtaking turquoise Caribb ean
losopher, and writes much *
waters, incredible white sand beaches where day meets night with re ckless
more solid pop songs than her ¦
¦
closest musical match, Sarah
ab andon. " htt p://www.collegetours.com /
MacLachlan. The title track is J
a pop force by itself , oozing ¦
South Padre Island:
complex rh ythm ' while ¦
"Why South Padre??? 18+ to Party in the nations hottest clubs as seen on
Lohan's straightforward mes- -u
sage rings true: that she likes ¦
MTV' s Spring Break Shows/' htt p://www.leisuretburs.com /south pad re.html
¦
"
i
love fine, but she will not lean
on- anyone too hard. "What- u
Monte go Bay, J amaica:
-v^'^-h- .- .¦
ever It Takes" contains the best ¦
"Soon come to the friendl y MoBay and experience the J amaican way of ' '
line of the disc: "You will find ¦
life, mon." http: //www.spring-break.com /
me downby the river/getting I ;;
high on my mortality ." And ¦
the lilting beat of "Believe It If ¦
J
You Like" will have you remi- m
niscing about the Emerald Isle, ¦
even if you 've never been ¦
there. The rest of the album a
follows in similar breathtak- ¦
¦ v^^ T'VVmmnm pVY^^^ i ^^^ NQSSHVQ9aULVLL 1'
ing form.
Be careful of Lohan's magic, B
/
H
¦V
I tell ye. She'll have ye ¦ W^i^K^K^H fl^K^L^iw ^\W aaaaaaaaf^^ f ^gg
day dreamin ' when you 're ¦
s'posed ta be workin'. Right, . a JT^^ ffy ^WWTOTTTTffF Ifl ^ff FlE
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¦tion the artist first, never a
¦
single tune, mainl y because all
B the tunes are equally excellent.
¦ Well, enough of the hypoJJ thetical and the abstract. This
a phenomenon has happened to
¦
me just a few memorable
¦
times, often sparked by a
a chance encounter on Maine
Full brunch $ lunch menu
¦
Olive Griswold is the Arts and a
Public Radio. Find the CD.
¦Includin g homemade waffles ,
!Transfixed , over and over Entertainment Editor for the Echo
crepes & croissan ts from 10-2.
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦ '¦
mm ¦-¦ ¦¦

Anient to RRB Cinema
072-9500 4-10pm dally
10% off food Wed * Thurs.
nights with a Colby student IP.
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¦ "The General*'
¦ Brendan Gleeson , J on Voight
" Directed by J ohn Boorman
¦

,#, .
*j^aflH
T^m^-~m-m)

The first noticeable technique of John Boorman. s
a
¦new film "The General" is the black and white cin¦
ematography, and unlike "Pi" or Woody Allen's
a "Manhattan," the device is never used for illustrative
¦
purposes. This film is black and white because it
¦
wants to suggest that the morals of the protagonist,
a the Irish thief Martin Cahill, are defined and simple.
¦
A 20-year career thief whose nickname became the
" General for his wit and meticulous planning, Cahill is
a portrayed as a man of principle. He equally despises
¦
the police, IRA, state and the church. He doesn't
¦
drink, smoke, or take drugs, and , in general, is a
a pleasant man whose mistress describes him as "cud¦
dly." He also, however, tortures one of his own men .
¦
and has a child with his wife's sist er , albeit with his
¦
Wife's approval .
¦ As Cahill's character develops to include such
" seemingly-odd behavior , Boorman treats it as a natua ral progression of a criminal who is in touch with the
¦
lower classes. Cahill's ch ara cter is al lowed to exp and
" without discreti on, desp it e th e ca m era 's jud gment
a for everyone else. Boorman wants Cahill to be a man
¦
of simple value s, but when it comes time for Cahill to
" do something "bad ," Boorman looks the other way.
a With this confusion of direction, the film becomes
¦
light and actuall y delightful as Cahill's gang of thieves
continually one-up themselves in heists, r obbin g a
a twenty million dollar cache of jewels and a collection
¦
of Dutch Master portraits.
I can 't figure out why the Cannes Film Festival
"
a gave Boorman the Best Director prize. The film's onl y

J

Photo courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics
Martin Cahill (Brendan Gleeson) stars in John Boorman ' s "The General. "
strengths were Brendan Gleeson's convincing and var- ear ly on. To be honest, I wished I was at home watchied portrayals of Cahill and the affirmation of my theory ing "Out of Sight" or "Ch ar ade ": two films that you
that Jon Voight's face is a synthetic plastic compound. ma y not like, but you'd have to admit the burglars are
The subject of "The General" is obviously seductive (it's handsome.
"The General" opens on March 19 at Railroad
based on a true story) though I wish Boorman had
pursued one of two angles: cops-and-robbers or feel-for- Square Cinemas.?
the-bad-guy. There was a boyish pleasure as I watched
Rosecrans Baldwin criticizes a multitude of cultural
the bags of money get passed around, but any kind of
emotional attachment to Cahill's demise was severed forms for the Echo.

Midsummer Night's
¦ Dream
raises the roof of Strider Theater
BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

I' m no theater critic , but I
know what I like in a production.
Fast women, booze, sex, fairies , a
lion , and a guy with a donkey 's
head - that' s what reall y does it
for me. And "A Midsummer
Night' s Dream ," which ran in
Strider Theater last weekend ,
delivered on all counts .
Like I said, I' m not a theater
critic , so I had to look up technical theater terms to describe my
feelings about "A Midsummer
Night' s Dream. " The set was "a
veritable visual feast ," the actin g
was "superlative " and the original
score by Professor Stephen Nuss
"pumped my nads hard , dude. "
I seriousl y enjoyed this play.
After the first few minute s I was
a bit apprehensive , because I
have never read or seen performed this particular work of
The Bard. So after a quick series
of "thou 's" and "thee 's" and un(to
me)
intelligible
Shakespearean banter , I was lost.
But the play quickly unraveled
and drew me in for the entire
two-and-a-half hours. This is
impr essive, because I have the
attention span of a six-year-old
on a sug a r high.
And speaking of sugar highs,
let' s talk about the acting. Neil
Crimins '02 delivered perhaps
the most energetic performance I
have ever witnessed as Nick Bottom The Weaver. Crimins ' hila rious por trayal of an overacting
actor had the audience looking
more like they were at Russell
Simmons ' Def Comedy J am than
a Shakespeare play in Strider.
Nate J ue '99 and Michael Eller

'00 also had the audience roaring
as Oberon , King of the Fairies
and his tiollish servant , Puck. I'm
guessing that these two were
pretty sore after four days of
crouching / tiptoeing /jump ing
around the stage in an appropriatel y fairy-like manner. And
Hermia (Emily LeBlanc '99 / Erin
McConaug hey '99) looked as if
she actuall y wanted to throttle
Helena (J ulia McDonald '99/
Aleka Krueger '00) over their disputed love-interest. I could go
on about pretty much the entire
cast, but suffice it to say that everyone seemed very well suited
for their roles.
I give the Colby production of
"A Midsummer Night' s Dream "
both of my thumbs up.Q
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Tough men 's lax to pis^l

the team's most capable and aggressive defenders.
Melander looms as a dangerous two-way middie.
Staff Writer
p The captains will be joined by other talented
seniors including last year's points leader Tom
Throughout the 1990s, the Colby men's lacrosse Buchanan, top goal scorer Lyle Bradley, leading
teamhas accumulated an impressive collection of acco- assist man Peter Kugeler, gritty defensemeri David
lades and made its presence in post-season play rou- McGill and Jason Cuenca and proficient midfielders
tine.
Tucker Jones and Ian Musj eslman.
The Mules advanced to the New England Division
The Mules opened one of . the most challenging
HI Eastern College Athletic Conference semifinals in schedules in the nation on March 13with a disappoint-^
1990, 1991 and 1998, and to the
ing 20-5 loss to the Panthers of
quarterfinals in 1994,1996 and 1997.
Middlebury. Head coach David
Last year was the best in the
Zazzaro attributed the loss to the
program's history. The 1998 camteam's inability to find its rhythm.
We also have some
paign included a record of 12-4. The
"We took one on the chin as we
Mules were ranked as high as 13th
just had trouble stringing plays tonice freshman that
by the UnitedStates Intercollegiate
gether," he said.
Lacrosse Association, captured may work themselves
Despite the season-opening
into
the
mix.
New England Small College Athloss, Zazzaro remains optimistic.
letic Conference regular season
"We have a talented and expechampionship honors and nearly
rienced nucleus of returning seearned the first National Collegiate
niors complemented and supAthleticConference Tournament seed in the program's ported by a very deep sophomore and junior class,"
history. In 1999, the team is ready to continue its said Zazzaro.
dominance.
The coach is also encouraged by the potential of his
Led by senior tri-captains Mark Melander, Brad freshmen.
Selig and Matt Williams, the Mules will attempt to
"We also have some nice freshmen that may work
defend their Snively League Championship and even- themselves into the mix," he said.
tually to advance to either the NCAA or ECAC postThe nineties have treated the men's lacrosse
season tournament.
team well. And as they enter the final season of the
Williams is on pace to set Colby's all-time scoring decade,the Mules hope the 1999 effort will be their
record in his senior season, while Selig ranks as one of finest.Q

BY JAMES SPIDLE
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The PowerBook*03 (that sleek, black object of your last) is now more affordable than ever, Which mcitns you an stop dreamirigt)!exponential improvemenUi
In fp productivity You can stop dreaming of possessing all that Pentium-crushing power* (233, 266 or300 MHz) and gorgeous lil" screen.
:
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. y
Because you'll be holding the ultimate in your ac<|uisitive little hands.
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men's ten nis team anti cipates success

BY BROOKE FRAPPIER
Staff Writer

This springbreak,the men'stennis
team will head toHilton Head, S.C. to
warm up for the 1999 spring season.
Coming off last year's 7-7 finish,
the young team expects to perform
¦
brick oven pizzas and rustic sandwiches ^ BB ^ Hsolidly. There are no returning seM Featurin g low fat healthful specialties ¦
-€¦ niors on this year's squad, and only
juniors return for the Mules.
¦
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Still,
¦
Railroad Sq* Waterville • 872-9135 ¦5^ 1 the talent is not lacking.
According to third year coach
BMorL & Wed. Nights 10% Off w/ a student ID. ^KbbM Fred Brussel, it is "a good solid
team who's getting their game together for the season."
The team is led by captains Jeff
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Nichols '01 and Owen Patrick '01.
Expecting to highlight ihe team's
play is Patrick, along with Peter
Bruhn '00, who has led the team in
past seasons. FirSt-year Jason
Bidwell is an up-and-coming player
looking to contribute in the first or
second singles position.
AccordingtoPatrick,Bidwellhas
"a solid groundstroke, is an energetic player, and will make a real
impact on the team."
Bruhn, coming off of a semester
abroad,is quickly getting his game
back in shape. And as one of the top
three players on the team, he will
strengthen the formidable offense
that the Mules hope willbother their
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opponents this season.
Brussel claims the team, albeit
with no seniors on the roster, contains an abundance of young talent.
Brussel sees the "good, tight team"
as one that could "equal or pass last
year's records."
One of the uncertainties of traveling south for springbreak competition is that the Mules have not
seen most of their opponents.. The
teams go into thematches knowing
little about the play of their foes.
Still, the training trip provides a
valuable experience for introducing new players to college competition. The White Mules leave for
South Carolina this weekend.Q
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Photo by Wilhdiri Flaherty HI , Morning Sen tinel
Just when everyone thought spring was in the air and sports teams would soon be able to
take to the outdoors , Mother Nature struck with another wintry mix. The men's baseball
team continues to practice indoors and are anxiously awaiting the melting of snow
covering their diamond.
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Classic leva archi tecture featurin g contoured footbed
with ar ch support and foam padded heel for comfort
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Losing only two seniors, women 's lax is read y to win again

Kas parian '99 are back to lead the
team alon g with seniors Christie
Br owning, Kristina Stahl , Abbey
Healy and Allison Birdsong.
Browning led the 1998 squad
in goals with 33 and made the New
England All-Star team. Stahl
earned Division HI All-Star honors. Rob in Ackley 'OO also returns
her solid defense skills to the field .
But experience is not the
team ' s only attribute.
Marcia Ingraham '02 , a
standout first- year for the field
hockey team this fall, has also
proved her "outstanding " lacrosse offensive skills in the pre season , according to head coach
Heidi Godomsk y.
In the Women 's Division III
preseason polls Colb y was not
Echo file photo
ranked in the top 15 but did re- Kristina Stahl '99 (left) , shown here in a 1997 practice , will be a leading p layer
ceive some vot es.
on this y ear 's women's lacrosse team.
"This team is definitel y ca- the season will be in Virginia dur- against Bridgewater State on the success we had ," said
pable of earning post-season ing spring bre ak when they ta k e April 13.
Godomsk y. "I think we have a
play, " said Godomsk y, now in on St. Mary 's, ranked 15th in the
"We had a good year last year , positive outlook on this season
her sixth year coaching.
national pr eseason poll.
and were a talented team , but and everyone is read y t o pick up
Th e Mul es' toughest gam e of
Colby's first home game is mentall y we wer en't prepared for where we left off. "Q

BY STEPHANIE
GREENLEAF
Staff Writer

Last year the Colb y women's
lacrosse team began its season
with six strai ght wins, outscoring
its opponents 86-33. They ended
their season with a 9-6 record ,
losing their last game to Connecticut College in the first round
of the Eastern College Athletic
Conference Tournament.
This year the Mules look to
continue that success. And losing only two seniors to graduation, the team returns the exper ience to do just that .
Captain Louisa Williams '99
antici pates a winnin g season.
"The experience and the talent this year are incredible ," she
said. "There are no weak links. "
With seven seniors, th e Mules
hope for another year of post-season play. Tri-captains Williams ,
Emily Etchells '99 and Caroline
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New tal ent, veteran hitters to pace Colb y softball
BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Asst. Sports Editor

Head softball coach Dick Bailey hopes
th at combining a skilled group of freshmen
with strong-hitting veterans will be an equation for success. The team looks to improve
on it s 14-20 1998 record when th ey begin th eir
season in Ft. Meyer s/ Fia., on March 21 against
Plymouth State.
"Bailey, in his third season at Colby, is
positive about the team's ch ances to do j ust
that.
Although the snow and N ew England
Small College Athletic Conference regulations h av e prevented him f rom seeing his
new players perforin on the field, Bailey has
great confidence in his rookies.
"I'm op timisitc," he said. "We have quite
a few freshmen... We'll p ossibly be startin g
three to five freshmen."
The eight newcomers to the squad include third baseman Allison White '02,
shortstop Kate Magnuson '02, first base /
outfielder Christy Person '02, first base /
third baseman Marcy Wagner '02, first
baseman Kate Dalton '02 and catcher
Lizzie Parks '02. Kim Chad wick '02 will
start in right field and Lindsay Santini '02
will play left.
"It's hard to predict how they're going to
react, but I've been a pretty good judge of
talent in the past," Bailey said.
These first-years join a solid group of veterans. Bailey feels that the mix of new and
proven talent should produce a formidable
squad.
"We have excellent returning players,"
>?
^ said Bailey- "We're going to miss (Ann)
Mortenson's ('98) bat,but the returning players have done well offensively and defen-

sively. The returning players and new players together, I think, will be a stronger team."
The Mules will have the same pitching
corps of Brooke Fitzsimmons '01 an d
Stephanie Greenleaf'01 aslastyear. And with
33 games on their schedule and only two
pitchers, Bailey is concerned about their ability to remain inj ur y-f ree.
If the two pitchers remain healthy, Bailey
is positive ab out the team's chances.
"We're looking to have a better overall
batting average and fe wer error s," he said.
"Hopefully that will tran slate into a better
season... It's n ever been a winning and losing
situation with me. It's about playing your
best."
The Mules return three of their top
four hitters to the lineup this year with cocaptains Step h anie Patter son '99 and
Beck y Pollard '99, along with Becky
R asmussen '00. Patterson will likely move
to play second base this year with the
departure of Mortenson. Rasmussen returns to stabilize the outfield in center
and Pollard will serve the role of designated hitter.
Bailey's coaching staff includes head volleyball coach Candice Parent; who is new to
the team this season, and fourth-year assistant coach Patricia O'Brien.
"I rely heavily on them, as I do on my
captains Stephanie Patterson and Becky Pollard," he said.
The Mules'schedule is competitive again
this season, including games against the Universityof Wisconsin at Whitewater in Florida
and the Division I University of Maine Black
Bears. The Mules begin their nine-game,
spring break road trip when they leave Mayflower Hill early Saturday morning. Colby's
Echo photo by J enny O'Donnell
northern season opens with a doubleheader
(
Rightf ielder Katie Mitchell O0 bears the snow to shag some f l y balls in the
at Brandeis on April 3.Q
Athletic Center parking lot.

Baseball team opens season in Florida / Sunda y
BY BECKY POLLARD
Sports Editor

• On Satur day, the 11 senior members of the
Colby baseball team will leave for the sun and
* clay diamonds of Fort Myers , Fla. for their
fourth and last year.
With so much experience , including a
pitching staff heralding six seniors, the Mules
want this tri p to be the one they remember.
"We have a lot of focus because we know
this is our last chance to do something special," said co-captain Greg Domareki '99. "In
general , it brings maturity to the team. "
Still, with what is perhaps the most competitive schedule in the program 's history,
head coach Tom Dexter says the wins won't
come easily.
"We have a good class (of seniors), but
really good competition , so we're going to
^have to play well, there 's no question ," he
said.
Colby will take on annual post-season
contendersattheGcne CusicClassicinFlorida
when they play Alleghany and MacAlester.
When they return north the Mules will battle

Division I University of Maine at Orono and will take the number three position. DiBello
the 1997 Division III National ChampionUni- went 2-1 last year and Parrillo was 3-2 with
versity of Southern Maine Huskies. Tufts and two saves. Rounding out the pitching staff
Suffolk will also challenge the Mules in April will be seniors Nate Bradley '99, Dave
doubleheaders. Colb y plays 10 games in Mattatall '99 and Marty Whitmore '99, who
Florida and 19 in the month of April. Getting are "all projected starters in Florida ," said
the tea m throug h these dense parts of the Dexter, and first-year pitchers J on Lord and
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B i l l
'99,
Kris Keelty
with his 4-4 record and G oldman '01 who led the team in hitting as
2.65 earned run average in 1998, w ill an chor a freshman last year. Batting cleanup,
the pitching staff this year. As a sophomore , Goldman batted .375 and compiled 21 runs
Keelty went 7-1 for the Mules,
batted in.
"He 's got good velocity and he reall y has
Andy Tri pp '01 is back at second base. As
command of all three pitches ," said Dexter. the team 's home run leader last year with
Co-captain Brian DiBello '99 will be the five, he looks to contribute even more power
number two pitcher , while Alex Parrillo '99 this year.
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At shortstop is Matt Paquette '99. Rehabilitating a pulled hamstring, Paquette should
be health y by this weekend so he can hit in the
crucial number three position .
A spot starter in the hot corner last year ,
Lou DiStasi '01 will play third base.
Domareki '99 brings his explosive bat and
steady outfield play to right field again this
year. He was second on the 1998 squad for
RBI with 18.
After nursing injuries most of last season,
speedy Yuma Morita '99 return s to centerfield
this season. Left field will be manned by Lucas
Cummings '02, Dave Forsyth '01 or Lord.
Jon Hiltz '99 will start behind the plate
catching for the Mules. Hiltz brings a .333
, batting average to the number five spot in the
lineup. He will be backed up by the st r ong
defensive catching skills of Matt Smith '00.
After a sub-,500 season last year , with a
record of 14-15, the Mules have more than just
improvement on their minds this year. The
team is thinking playoffs and a 20-win season
for the first time in the program 's history
since 1974.
The chance to start realizing those goals is
only three days away ,Q
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